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ABSTRACT

We present and test an effective model for N -body simulations that aims at mimicking the impact

of supernova (SN) feedback on the dark matter (DM) distribution of isolated halos hosting dwarf

galaxies. Although the model is physically decoupled from the cosmological history of both the DM

halo and the dwarf galaxy, it allows us to study the impact of different macroscopic parameters such

as galaxy concentration, feedback energy and energy injection time in the process of SN-driven core

formation in a physically clear way. Using our effective model in a suite of N -body simulations of an

isolated halo with different SN feedback parameters, we find that whether or not a DM core forms is

determined by the total amount of SN feedback energy that is transferred to the DM particles. At

a fixed injected energy, the amount of transferred energy is bigger – and the size of the DM core is

larger – the faster the energy injection occurs and the more compact the dwarf galaxy is. Analyzing

the orbital evolution of kinematic tracers, we demonstrate that a core forms through SN feedback only

if the energy injection is impulsive relative to the dynamical timescale of particles in the inner halo.

However, there is no fundamental link between the total amount of injected energy and the injection

rate. Consequently, the presence of signatures of impulsive changes of the gravitational potential is

not a sufficient condition for dwarf-size halos to have cored density profiles.

Keywords: stellar feedback — dwarf galaxies — stellar dynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

The overall successful cold dark matter (CDM)

paradigm of structure formation faces potentially se-

vere challenges on small, sub-galactic scales (see Bul-

lock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017 for a review), particularly in

its comparison with the properties of the population of

satellites in the Milky Way (MW). For instance, inferred

circular velocities of the MW satellites are inconsistent

with the properties of the subhalos found in MW-like ha-

los identified in dark matter only (DMO) CDM cosmo-

logical simulations; a mismatch that is known as the too-

big-to fail (TBTF) problem (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011,

2012). An updated (extended) version of the TBTF

problem highlights that MW satellites reside within DM

subhalos with a distribution of circular velocity profiles

that is too diverse to be easily reconciled with the narrow
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distribution seen in (DMO) CDM simulations (Zavala

et al. 2019).

A second, possibly related, problem of the DMO CDM

model is that it predicts halos to have central density

cusps, which is potentially in disagreement with obser-

vations of some dwarf galaxies. This so-called cusp-

core problem has been put forward e.g. through ob-

servations of HI-rotation curves of field dwarfs (e.g.

Moore 1994, de Blok et al. 2008, Kuzio de Naray et al.

2008, Read et al. 2019) and through a kinematic anal-

ysis of two stellar populations of different age in the

dwarf spheroidal galaxies Fornax and Sculptor (Walker

& Peñarrubia 2011). However, there is some debate

about whether these observations truly imply cored and

isothermal DM density profiles. For instance, Oman

et al. (2019) argue that non-circular motion can lead

to a large diversity in rotation curves (and hence to

a misleading inference of the presence of a cusp or a

core), depending on the observer’s line of sight (see also

Santos-Santos et al. 2020), while Genina et al. (2018)
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argue that the measurement by Walker & Peñarrubia

(2011) could potentially be flawed due to a violation of

spherical symmetry in Fornax and Sculptor. While the

evidence of the presence of the ubiquity of cored den-

sity profiles remains controversial, several mechanisms of

cusp-core transformation have been investigated. New

DM physics can, for instance, potentially solve both the

TBTF and the cusp-core problem simultaneously (see

Zavala & Frenk 2019 and references therein). As the

kinematics of dwarf galaxies are largely determined by

their DM content, DM candidates which deviate from

the cold and collision-less CDM hypothesis – and of-

fer solutions to CDM’s small scale problems – should

be considered a feasible alternative to CDM, provided

they manage to evade constraints derived from obser-

vations on larger cosmological scales. One such candi-

date is self-interacting dark matter (SIDM, Spergel &

Steinhardt 2000, Yoshida et al. 2000, Vogelsberger et al.

2012, Davé et al. 2001, Coĺın et al. 2002, Rocha et al.

2013). In SIDM halos, elastic scattering between indi-

vidual DM particles causes a redistribution of energy

from the outer parts of the halo into its center, creating

an isothermal core in a fully adiabatic way. SIDM is a

feasible DM candidate if the self-interaction cross sec-

tion evades current astrophysical constraints (e.g. from

elliptical galaxies Peter et al. 2013, clusters Robertson

et al. 2017, 2018, and dwarf galaxies Read et al. 2018).

Given that the potential CDM challenges at small

scales are only strongly supported from comparisons be-

tween observations and results of DMO simulations, the

idea that an adequate modelling of baryonic physics may

provide a solution is appealing. In particular, super-

nova feedback has been invoked to solve both the TBTF

and cusp-core problems. Navarro et al. (1996a) showed

that the sudden removal of an external disk potential

can cause initially cuspy halos to form cores in DMO

simulations. Gnedin & Zhao (2002) repeated the ex-

periment concluding that a single mass removal equiva-

lent to one entire galaxy is not sufficient to trigger the

formation of isothermal cores despite significantly re-

ducing the inner halo density. A decade later, Pontzen

& Governato (2012) developed a model to explain core

formation through SN feedback as observed in modern

hydrodynamical simulations. They show that repeated

SN-driven outflows of gas can cause halos to form a

core, provided that the energy injection occurs much

faster than the typical dynamical timescale in the inner

part of the halo. From observations, there is some evi-

dence that star formation histories in dwarf galaxies at

the high mass are indeed “bursty” (and the subsequent

supernovae feedback cycles impulsive), i.e., they hap-

pen on timescales that are comparable to the dynamical

time of the galaxy (Kauffmann 2014), but observations

have yet to reach the time resolution needed to resolve

the starbust cycle on timescales smaller than the dy-

namical timescales of the (low-mass) MW dwarf satel-

lite population (Weisz et al. 2014). Based on Pontzen &

Governato (2012)’s idea of core formation through pe-

riodic SN-driven mass removal, Garrison-Kimmel et al.

(2013) slightly altered the model used by Navarro et al.

(1996a) and showed that SN feedback alone cannot solve

the classical TBTF problem (not taking into account ul-

tra faint dwarfs). A general discussion of the coupling

between the cusp-core problem and the TBTF problem

was presented in Peñarrubia et al. (2012), where, most

notably, the authors calculate the energy required to

form a core as a function of halo mass.

From hydrodynamical simulations, there is growing

consensus that cores can form as a result of episodic im-

pulsive SN feedback, and that whether or not they do

form depends on the ratio of stellar mass to halo mass

in a given halo (Di Cintio et al. 2014, Tollet et al. 2016,

Chan et al. 2015, Fitts et al. 2017, Lazar et al. 2020). In

particular, the universal finding is that there is a limited

range of stellar to halo mass ratios for which SN feedback

is efficient at forming cores, corresponding for the most

part to the mass range of bright/massive dwarfs (see,

e.g. Figure 2 of Lazar et al. 2020). Performing high

resolution hydrodynamic simulations of isolated halos,

Read et al. (2016) find that SN feedback can cause core

formation even in ultra faint dwarfs if star formation is

sustained for long enough (see also Amorisco et al. 2014

for the relevant impact of star formation histories on the

plausibility of forming cores in MW satellites). The ori-

gin of this disagreement is not entirely clear, but a possi-

ble reason may be that the baryon fraction and/or star

formation histories assumed in the controlled/isolated

simulations of Read et al. (2016) cannot be realized in a

full (CDM) cosmological setting, or vice versa, the lat-

ter assumptions are present in nature but cannot yet

be obtained/modelled in full (CDM) cosmological sim-

ulations. To date, the question of whether or not SN

feedback can cause core formation in ultra faint dwarfs

remains a subject of debate (see e.g. Genina et al. 2020,

Wheeler et al. 2019, Orkney et al. 2021).

Two commonly identified conditions for core for-

mation in the hydrodynamical simulations mentioned

above are i) that the energy condition of Peñarrubia

et al. (2012) for cusp-core transformation must be ful-

filled and ii) that the dwarf galaxies have a sufficiently

bursty star formation history, leading to gaseous out-

flows, and thus fluctuations of the gravitational po-

tential, on rather short timescales. However, Bose

et al. (2019) bring attention to the fact that no cores
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are formed in dwarfs within the AURIGA and APOS-

TLE simulations, despite their simulated dwarf galaxies’

bursty star formation history. The solution, as presented

in Beńıtez-Llambay et al. (2019), is that whether or not

cores form through SN feedback also depends on the nu-

merical value of the star formation threshold adopted in

the simulations, a fact that had already been discussed

in Pontzen & Governato (2012). Beńıtez-Llambay et al.

(2019) state that larger star formation thresholds lead to

higher gas densities in the inner halo, eventually caus-

ing the gas to dominate the gravitational potential in

the halo’s center. As SN feedback couples to DM solely

through the gravitational interaction between DM and

baryons, the impact of SN feedback is maximized if the

contribution of gas to the gravitational potential is sig-

nificant, as SN feedback would then cause stronger fluc-

tuations in the potential. While Beńıtez-Llambay et al.

(2019) find that there is a range of star formation thresh-

old values which corresponds to a “sweet spot” for core

formation, Dutton et al. (2020) argue that the final DM

profiles of dwarf-sized halos converge towards having an

isothermal core for ever larger numerical star formation

thresholds, provided that the right softening length is

chosen in the simulation.

Therefore, it appears that whether or not cores are

formed in hydrodynamical simulations of dwarf galaxies

depends on three different macroscopic conditions:

• Is the injected feedback energy sufficient to trans-

form a cuspy profile into a cored one?

• Are the baryons sufficiently concentrated in the

halo center prior to the first starburst?

• Is the galaxy’s star formation history bursty

enough to cause energy injection on timescales

smaller than the dynamical time in the halo cen-
ter?

The answer to these questions depends on a complex

regulation of different properties in hydrodynamical sim-

ulations, which are ultimately limited by subgrid (unre-

solved) physics, most notably, the (effective) star for-

mation threshold and the implementation of SN feed-

back itself (its local energy/momentum deposition in the

surrounding gas elements/particles). In this article, we

follow the philosophy of Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2013)

and test the impact of changing these three properties

directly in a controlled way by introducing an effective

model for SN feedback, consisting of an external poten-

tial mimicking the gravitational pull of a galaxy, as well

as a scheme to periodically inject energy into the halo.

In our scheme, the spatial distribution of “supernovae”

is determined by the mass distribution corresponding to

the external potential and the time over which energy

is injected into the halo is free parameter. This simple

model allows us to separate the effects of the three key

properties connected to core formation, enabling a more

transparent physical interpretation than in full hydro-

dynamical simulations.

In a suite of DMO simulations of an isolated DM halo

with identical initial conditions, we look at the effects

of including three different (external) Plummer galaxies

of equal mass but with different half-light radii, as well

as three different exponential disk galaxies, also of equal

mass but with different half-light radii. We furthermore

vary the total injected energy, and the time over which

the energy is injected. To analyze whether our SN feed-

back scheme is adiabatic or impulsive compared to the

dynamical timescale in the center of the halo, we moni-

tor the evolution of the phase space density of an orbital

family; a method that was first introduced in Burger &

Zavala (2019).

This article is structured as follows. We present our

effective model for supernova feedback in Section 2. The

simulations we ran to test our model are introduced and

discussed in Section 3. The main results are presented in

Section 4 while their implications are discussed in Sec-

tion 5, along with a discussion of some of the approxi-

mations made in our model. Finally, we summarize in

Section 6.

2. METHOD

Our effective model of supernova feedback is built

upon the one introduced in Burger & Zavala (2019).

Therein, supernova feedback was modelled as a periodic

addition and subsequent sudden removal of an external

potential located at the halo’s center. We modelled the

external potential as a Hernquist (1990) sphere and thus,

in a coordinate system with origin at the halo’s center,

including the extra potential amounts to an additional

external acceleration for each particle in the simulation:

aext = − GM(t)

(r + rs)2

r

r
, (1)

where M(t) is a function defining the time-dependent

mass corresponding to the external potential and rs is

the scale length of the Hernquist sphere. While this

model serves the purpose of approximating a very sud-

den central – star-burst like – injection of energy into the

halo, it is clear that it serves as a rather coarse approx-

imation to the true effects of SN feedback. Nonetheless,

it is a time-efficient method to investigate kinematic sig-

natures of tracer particles in a halo which undergoes im-

pulsive core formation - without the need to perform full

hydrodynamical simulations. In this article, we aim to
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expand upon the Burger & Zavala (2019) method with

two distinct goals. Firstly, we would like to model the

dependence of SN feedback on a set of three relevant

parameters that can be connected to both observations

and hydrodynamical simulations: galaxy size, total feed-

back energy, and the time over which the SN energy de-

position occurs (hereafter to be called injection time).

Secondly, we attempt to couple the SN feedback energy

release to the energy budget that is actually available in

a galaxy of the modelled size.

In this Section we describe our improved method by

first outlining how the external potential is placed within

the center of the halo. Then we present our implementa-

tion of both a spherically symmetric external Plummer

potential and the external potential generated by an ax-

isymmetric flat exponential disk. Finally, we discuss our

implementation of SN feedback-like energy input and

how we relate it to the total stellar mass and the size of

observed dwarf galaxies.

2.1. Determination of the halo’s center of potential

To place our external, galaxy-mimicking, potential in

such a way that its position is consistent with the halo’s

self-gravitating potential, we need to calculate the halo’s

center of potential at each time-step. We do this in an

iterative manner using a shrinking spheres method. As

we are concerned with a single isolated halo in this work,

our first step takes into account all DM particles in the

simulation1. In the first step, the location of the center

of potential is estimated as

R =

N∑
i=1

riΦ(ri)

N∑
i=1

Φ(ri)

, (2)

where N is the number of DM particles in the halo, ri
is each particle’s position vector, Φ(ri) is the potential

at the particle’s position and it is understood that the

potential is defined such that

Φ(r) = −
N∑
i=1

Gmi

|ri − r| , (3)

where mi is the mass of the i’th DM particle. Af-

ter calculating an initial estimate of R, we repeat the

calculation in Equation (2), limiting the sum to par-

ticles for which |ri − Re| < rtarget, where Re is the

1 We note that the method can easily be extended to halos within
a larger simulation that have been identified by, for instance, a
friends-of-friends algorithm.

center of potential estimated in the previous step, and

rtarget is a target radius which we decrease each it-

eration. In this paper we use three values rtarget =

50h−1kpc, 5h−1kpc and 0.5h−1kpc. The result of the

last iteration is then taken to be the halo’s center of po-

tential. During the last iteration, we also calculate the

velocity of the halo’s center of potential in analogy to

Equation 2, restricting the sum as outlined above and

replacing the particles’ position vectors with their veloc-

ities. We note that the implementation of our effective

model of SN feedback does not require knowledge of the

velocity of the halo’s center of potential. However, we

do use the velocity to place the halo’s center “at rest”

when determining the phase space distribution of tracer

particles (see Section 4).

2.2. External potentials

In a more realistic setting, the total amount of en-

ergy injected and coupled to the DM due to SN feed-

back depends on the amount and distribution of stellar

mass within the DM halo. This stellar mass, however,

can also cause an adiabatic contraction of the DM halo.

When investigating core formation due to SN feedback,

it is important to take this effect into account, as it

can counteract, at least in part, the cusp-core trans-

formation triggered by an impulsive energy injection.

We model the net effect of a baryonic component by

including an external potential into the simulation, cen-

tered at the halo’s center of potential. We examine two

cases which are of importance in dwarf-sized halos, a

spherically symmetric Plummer potential (to mimic a

bulge/spheroid) and the potential of an axisymmetric,

flat exponential disk.

2.2.1. An external Plummer sphere

The gravitational effect of a spherically symmetric

Plummer profile can be approximated by adding an ac-

celeration to each particle:

ai,ext = − GMPl

(a2 + (ri −R)2)
3/2

(ri −R) , (4)

where MPl is the total mass of the galaxy modelled by

the external potential and a is the scale length of the

Plummer sphere. To connect our model to observations

of dwarf galaxies, we note that the half-mass radius of

the Plummer profile, which is r1/2 ∼ 1.3a, can be com-

pared to observed half-light radii.

2.2.2. An external axisymmetric flat disk

Including an analytic potential to model a disk galaxy

is a somewhat more complicated task. In fact, for a

vertically extended disk, the calculation of the external
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acceleration generated by the disk cannot be solved an-

alytically. For that reason, we here model the disk to be

infinitely flat, in which case the Poisson equation can be

solved up to an integral and the vertical and radial force

components can be calculated through numerical differ-

entiation of the potential generated by the disk. We

further assume the disk to be homogeneous and thus,

the force generated by the disk has no azimuthal com-

ponent. The flat disk is then fully characterized by its

surface density profile

Σ(R) =
Md

2πH2
exp

(
−R
H

)
, (5)

with Md being the total mass of the disk, H its scale

length and R is the polar (cylindrical) radius. The total

mass (volume) density is ρ(r) = Σ(R)δD(z), and thus

we can solve Poisson’s equation to obtain the potential:

Φ(R, z) = −
∫ ∞

0

dk
GMdJ0(kR) exp(−k|z|)√

1 + (kH)2
3 . (6)

In Equation 6, J0(kR) is a Bessel function of the first

kind. We evaluate Equation 6 at the start of our sim-

ulations on a grid of (R, z) values after testing whether

the integral is converged by systematically varying the

upper integration limit. During the simulation, the po-

tential at a given point in space can then be calculated

through interpolation over the values calculated at the

grid points. The force at a certain point in space is then

easily obtained as the (directional) numerical derivative

of this two-dimensional interpolated potential.

2.3. Spatial distribution of supernova locations

In the model of Burger & Zavala (2019), the SN-driven

outflow is located in the centre of the halo and modelled

as the sudden removal of a spherically symmetric mass
distribution. Here we develop this model further by im-

plementing a probabilistic way of assigning (fixed) posi-

tions to the superbubbles created by the outflow events

across the modelled external potential (galaxy), mimick-

ing the fact that supernovae can occur wherever there

are stars. In the following, we will occasionally refer to

individual explosions within our model as “supernovae”,

implemented as outlined below. To be precise, these in-

dividual explosions are to be interpreted as approxima-

tions of superbubbles – regions devoid of gas that are

created through a spatially concentrated series of (ac-

tual) supernovae that follows a (local) episode of bursty

star formation. When determining the positions of in-

dividual “supernovae” we make the approximation that

they are more likely to occur in regions of larger stellar

mass. In reality, the local density of type II supernovae

is strongly correlated with the local star formation rate

density. Our model cannot – by construction – capture

local bursts in star formation. However, we note that the

star formation rate is on average larger in regions where

the gas is denser and since in our model “gas” density

and “stellar” density have the same functional form, this

means that our way of assigning “supernova” locations

is consistent with the approximations made within our

model. Assuming that the SN density follows the stellar

density implies that if we wish to distribute SN feedback

probabilistically across the mock galaxy - modeled by ei-

ther an external Plummer sphere or an external disk -

then we can use the (normalized) differential mass pro-

file associated with either density profile as a probability

density from which to sample the positions of individ-

ual “supernovae”. For the Plummer sphere, this means

that radii of explosion centers can be obtained from a

random number X ∈ (0, 1) via

r =
a√

X−2/3 − 1
. (7)

Once the radius is calculated, we determine the exact

position vector by randomly selecting the angular po-

sition. In the case of a flat external disk, the enclosed

mass profile cannot be analytically inverted and our task

is thus to find a cylindrical radius for which

X −M(R)

dM/dR
< τR, (8)

where τ is some numerical threshold. While we are

working with the potential of a flat disk, distributing all

of the “supernovae” exactly within the x-y plane may

lead to an overestimate of the impact of SN feedback in

disk galaxies. To prevent that, we assign a vertical off-

set to each explosion center in a probabilistic manner.

To that end, we assume that in the vertical direction

the mass is distributed according to a probability den-

sity ∝ cosh(z/z0)−2, where z0 is a scale length. From

a random number X ∈ (0, 1), we can then calculate the

z-coordinate as

z =
z0

2
ln

(
X

1−X

)
. (9)

The azimuthal angle is chosen at random from a uniform

distribution. Using Equation 7 for a Plummer sphere,

and Equations 8 and 9 for a disk, we can sample any

desired number of “supernova” locations. In the limit

of a very large number of “supernovae”, their cumulative

spatial distribution will be closely related to the external

potentials introduced in Section 2.2.1 (for a Plummer

sphere) and Section 2.2.2 (for a flat disk)2.

2 In the case of the disk, we are also allowing for the possibility to
introduce an additional spread in the vertical direction.
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Table 1. Parameters of the effective model for supernova feedback (SNF; see Section 2).

Galaxy (external potential) Parameter Units Description

Plummer/Disk ε - Nominal SN energy coupling efficiency

Plummer/Disk f? - Stellar mass fraction

Plummer MPl h−1M� Mass of external Plummer potential

Plummer a h−1kpc Scale of external Plummer potential

Disk Md h−1M� Mass of external disk potential

Disk H h−1kpc Radial scale of external disk potential

Disk z0 - Vertical scale used for SNF distribution in disk

Plummer/Disk P h−1Gyr Period of one SNF cycle

Plummer/Disk fg - Fraction of SNF period over which m(t) increases

Plummer/Disk aSNF h−1kpc Scale of individual SNF Plummer spheres

Plummer/Disk NSNF - Number of SNF spheres in each period

2.4. Implementation of SN feedback

In our model, “supernovae” occur simultaneously and

with the same impact at all of the positions determined

as outlined in Section 2.3. At each SN location, we “cut

a hole” into the external potential, by essentially sub-

tracting an external acceleration generated by a Plum-

mer sphere at each SN location. The masses of these

Plummer profiles are time-dependent and identical at

each location. Thus, the net effect of our effective SN

feedback model at a given time t can be written as

aSNF(r) =

NSNF∑
i=1

Gm(t)

(a2
SNF + (r− rSNF,i)2)

3/2
(r− rSNF,i).

(10)

where rSNF,i denotes the position vector of the i’th SN,

aSNF is a Plummer scale that prevents exceedingly short

time-steps for particles that get too close to a particular

SN and m(t) is the time-dependent mass of the Plum-

mer profile used to model SN feedback. In our model,

we increase m(t) linearly over a fixed amount of time

and then decrease it linearly over a longer time. This

process happens periodically throughout the simulation

and for each new period new SN positions are sampled

as described in Section 2.3. The energy release period

P is a free input parameter, as well as the fraction of

each period during which m(t) increases until it reaches

its maximum value (fg). The number of “supernovae”

during each period, NSNF, is a further input parameter

of our model. The positions of individual “supernovae”

are fixed during the energy release period P . This con-

stitutes a simplifying approximation since the positions

of actual superbubbles are time-dependent – due to the

streaming motion of the surrounding gas. In principle,

assuming static “supernova” locations may introduce an

additional degree of asymmetry into the system, an ef-

fect that we aim to minimize by choosing a sufficiently

large number of “supernovae”, Nsnf , during each explo-

sion cycle.

To connect the energy that is injected through our

SN feedback model to the total stellar mass modeled

by the external Plummer/disk potential, we attempt to

connect the maximum value ofm(t) to the model param-

eters in a self-consistent way. To estimate the amount

of energy that is injected into the interstellar medium

through SN explosions by a galaxy of stellar mass M?

we follow Equation 6 of Peñarrubia et al. (2012),

∆E =
M?

〈m?〉
ξ(m? > 8M�)ESNε. (11)

Equation 11 renders the available SN feedback energy as

a function of the mean stellar mass 〈m?〉, the fraction

of stars with a mass larger than 8M�, ξ(m? > 8M�),

the typical energy of one supernova, ESN, and the effec-

tive coupling efficiency of SN feedback to the interstellar

medium, ε. In our model, the coupling efficiency is a free

parameter. For the other parameters in Equation 11, we

follow Peñarrubia et al. (2012) and set 〈m?〉 = 0.4M�,

ξ(m? > 8M�) = 0.0037, and ESN = 1051erg, where the

first two values originate from using a Kroupa (2002)

initial mass function, while ESN is the canonical kinetic

energy released in SN type II explosions (e.g. Utrobin &

Chugai 2011).

Equation 11 estimates the total energy that is re-

turned to the interstellar medium (ISM) by SN feed-

back. The total increase in the virial energy of the DM

halo determines how large the eventual formed core can

be (see Peñarrubia et al. 2012). However, how much of

the energy that is injected into the interstellar medium

couples to the DM is still uncertain. In principle, the

coupling efficiency between the energy injected by super-
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novae and the DM, εDM, depends on many factors. Since

this coupling is purely gravitational, it can depend on

the positions of individual superbubbles, their lifetime,

and the local DM density. Since we can measure the

energy of individual DM particles throughout the sim-

ulated time, we can approximately determine how εDM

depends on the various settings of our model. However,

to choose sensible values for the parameters of our effec-

tive SN feedback model, we need to obtain a reasonable

a priori guess for the total energy that is injected into

the interstellar medium (Equation 11) by SN feedback.

To that end, we assume that the stellar mass M? within

the external Plummer (disk) baryonic potential is given

by M? = f?MPl (M? = f?Md). If there are NP SN feed-

back periods (cycles) during our simulation, the injected

energy during each period is ∆EP = ∆E/NP. The en-

ergy associated with each individual “superbubble” is

then equal to ESB = ∆EP/NSNF. We then identify this

energy with the gravitational binding energy of one of

the Plummer spheres that we use to model superbub-

bles, and use this correspondence to fix the maximum

removed “mass”:

ESB =
3π

32

Gm2
max

aSNF
. (12)

We note that Equation 12 is an approximation that can

only provide a rough order of magnitude estimate for

the energy injected by each one of the “supernovae”.

The central assumption is that the energy of the “su-

pernovae” is equal to the gravitational binding energy

of the removed baryonic material of mass mmax, dis-

tributed following a Plummer profile as implemented in

our model. For this approximation to be (at least ap-

proximately) applicable, the density associated with the

removed material needs to be significantly larger than

the baryonic density in the surroundings. If this is not

the case, the gravitational interaction between the re-

moved material and the surrounding mass contributes

significantly to the total energy budget, and the total

injected energy will be significantly larger than the nom-

inal energy quoted in Equation 11. A way to achieve

that Equation 12 approximates the injected energy is if

the local gas density within the (fully formed) “super-

bubbles” is negative. While negative gas densities are

clearly unphysical, they are not a problem within our

model as long as the surrounding DM particles remain

gravitationally bound at the end of each supernova cycle

– otherwise the DM halo would be artificially disrupted.

It is thus advisable to choose NSNF in such a way that

the local gas density within fully formed “superbubbles”

is negative without unbinding the neighbouring DM par-

ticles. Once all of the model parameters are set, we use

Equation 12 to calculate the maximal mass mmax of the

individual Plummer spheres that mimic localized star-

bursts/outflows across the modeled galaxy. The mass

m(t) defined in Equation 10 is then given by

m(t) =

{
mmax

t
fgP

t ≤ fgP

mmax
P−t

P (1−fg) t > fgP
, (13)

where t is the simulation time modulo the period P .

Having fixed the external potential of the Plummer

(disk) galaxy, as well as the SN feedback associated with

either of those potentials, our effective model for SN

feedback is now almost fully defined. An explanation

of how we determine the number of SN feedback peri-

ods from a simulation’s parameter file will follow when

we discuss the setups of our simulations. Moreover, we

discuss the energy that is actually injected into the DM

halo, and how it compares to the energy that is nomi-

nally injected into the ISM (defined as outlined above),

in Section 4.4.

A summary of the parameters defining the effective

model for SN feedback, along with a brief description of

the role of each parameter, can be found in Table 1.

3. SIMULATIONS

Through a series of controlled simulations of an iso-

lated dwarf-sized DM halo, we aim to both test our effec-

tive model for SN feedback and investigate the impact

of varying three key parameters: ε, fg, as well as a (in

the Plummer case) or H (in the disk case). In this Sec-

tion, we outline the steps taken to conduct this series of

simulations. First, we discuss how we obtain initial con-

ditions of a halo in approximate dynamical equilibrium.

Then, we outline how we set up orbital families of tracer

particles (akin to how it was done in Burger & Zavala

2019) to track whether changes in the halo’s gravita-
tional potential are adiabatic or impulsive. Finally, we

discuss the adopted model parameters (see table 1) for

each of the simulations in our simulation suite.

3.1. Initial conditions

For each of our initial conditions, we start by self-

consistently sampling a live halo of collision-less DM. We

use Eddington (1916)’s formalism to construct a distri-

bution function for a NFW halo (Navarro et al. 1996b)

with a DM mass of M200 = 1010h−1M� and an ini-

tial concentration of c200 = 13, where c200 = r200/rs,

i.e., the ratio between the halo’s virial radius and its

scale radius; for definiteness we refer to virial quantities

for the halo properties corresponding to a virial radius

r200 enclosing an average density equal to 200 times the

critical density of the Universe today. Beyond r200, we

exponentially cut off the density profile in order to avoid
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an infinitely massive halo. Having constructed the dis-

tribution function, we draw radii from the analytic dif-

ferential mass profile of such a halo and then use a re-

jection sampling method to self-consistently sample the

DM particles’ velocities from the distribution function

(assuming an isotropic velocity dispersion tensor).

After self-consistently sampling position and velocity

vectors of 107 DM particles, we obtain an N -body repre-

sentation of an isolated halo in approximate dynamical

equilibrium3. However, adding an external – Plummer

or disk – potential will put the system out of dynami-

cal equilibrium. In order to start our simulations from

controlled initial conditions, we thus let the halo (plus

external potential) evolve until the system settles into

a new state of dynamical equilibrium, using the code

AREPO (Springel 2010) to calculate the self-gravity be-

tween the DM particles.

Since we want to investigate the impact of varying the

concentration of the galaxy, we perform several prepa-

ration runs – one for each variation of the external po-

tential. For illustration, we chose external potentials

that are inspired by the properties of observed MW

satellites. In particular, we chose a benchmark setup

for both the external Plummer potential and the exter-

nal exponential disk. The parameters of the benchmark

Plummer potential are inspired by observed properties

of Fornax. Following McConnachie (2012), Fornax has

a stellar mass of 2 × 107M� and a half-light radius of

r1/2 = 0.7 kpc. Moreover, Yuan et al. (2016) show that

while gas in Fornax is fully depleted today, the gas mass

in Fornax has been on the order of or slightly larger than

its stellar mass for a large part of its evolutionary his-

tory. With our benchmark Plummer model, we approx-

imate a Fornax-like dwarf by choosing the parameters

MPl = 2 × 107h−1M�, f? = 0.5, and a = 0.4h−1kpc

(see Table 1 for an explanation). To investigate the ef-

fect of a more (less) compact galaxy, we halve (double)

the scale radius a. With our benchmark disk model, we

aim to roughly capture the gravitational effect of the

Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). Hopkins et al. (2012)

models an SMC-like galaxy as a disk with a total bary-

onic mass of Md = 8.9 × 108M�. The stellar disk has

a scale length of H = 0.7 kpc. However, the gaseous

component extends much further outwards and is the

dominant component in terms of mass (see Table 1 of

Hopkins et al. 2012) while our model does not allow for

two different disks with different scale lengths. More-

over, Hopkins et al. (2012) assumes a host halo mass

3 The equilibrium can never be perfect due to the softened force
law used in collisionless N -body simulations.

which is significantly larger than the mass of our fidu-

cial DM halo. For these reasons, we chose to use slightly

different parameters in our benchmark SMC-like disk:

Md = 4 × 108h−1M�, f? = 0.15, and H = 0.7h−1kpc.

Aside from the benchmark model, we also investigate the

effect of having a more (less) compact disk by halving

(doubling) the disk’s scale length. All external poten-

tials are static, meaning that they are added instanta-

neously at the beginning of the preparation runs.

The initial conditions for our eventual simulations are

the final snapshots of the preparation runs conducted for

a total time of 1h−1Gyr4, in which the DM particles have

had the time to respond to the addition of the external

potential and settle into a new dynamical equilibrium.

In Figure 1, we show the process of generating the

initial conditions of our simulations, exemplified on the

two benchmark cases (Plummer on the left panel, disk

on the right panel). The grey shaded area indicates the

radial range in which the measured density profiles are

not fully reliable, i.e. radii which are smaller than three

times the gravitational softening length of the simula-

tion (Power et al. 2003). As coloured lines we show the

density profiles corresponding to the external potentials,

as well as the DM density profiles at different times,

scaled by r2. The green dashed lines and the black solid

lines are the same across both panels. In green-dashed,

we show an analytic NFW profile with the target virial

mass and concentration. In black, we show the halo’s

initial DM density profile – before adding the external

potential. Over a large range of radii those two lines

coincide, but at radii larger than r200 we see the expo-

nential cutoff included to have a numerical solution to

Eddington’s equation. The spherically averaged density

profile corresponding to the added external Plummer

(disk) potential is shown as an orange dotted line on

the left (right) panel. Finally, the red dash-dotted lines

show the DM density profiles measured after letting the

system (DM halo plus external galactic potentials) relax

for 1h−1Gyr. When adding the external Plummer po-

tential, we find that the final and the initial DM density

profiles are almost exactly identical: the relatively small

additional mass causes no significant contraction in the

DM. In the case of an external disk potential, however,

the mass of the galaxy causes a significant contraction

in the DM density profile. We thus anticipate that the

gravitational pull of the external disk can be of signif-

icant importance when it comes to whether (and how

quickly) the DM cusp can be restored after impulsive

4 For a NFW profile with c200 = 13, this corresponds to the or-
bital period of a particle on a circular orbit with radius rcirc ≈
7h−1kpc.
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Figure 1. Construction of the (equilibrium) initial conditions for our simulations, exemplified on the halo including a benchmark
external Plummer (disk) potential on the left (right) panel. The grey shaded area indicates the region affected by numerical
resolution. The black solid lines show the initial density profile of the simulated DM particles, calculated in spherical shells
around the halo’s center of potential. This profile overlaps with an analytic NFW profile (green dashed lines) for radii smaller
than r200. The dotted orange lines show the (spherically averaged) density profile equivalent to adding the external Plummer
(disk) potential to the simulation. The red dash-dotted lines show the contracted DM profiles after relaxing for 1h−1Gyr of
simulation time. These final profiles represent equilibrium configurations that are used as initial conditions for subsequent
simulations. To highlight the effect of the adiabatic contraction, all profiles are multiplied by r2.

removal of baryonic mass from the halo’s center. To en-

sure that the final, adiabatically contracted DM density

profile is fully determined by the structural parameters

of the external potential – and does not depend on the

rate at which the external potential is added – we have

conducted one additional preparation run. In this run,

instead of instantaneously adding the benchmark exter-

nal disk potential, the “mass” of the external disk is

linearly increased over 600h−1Myr, before we let the

system relax for another 400h−1Myr. We found no ob-

vious differences between the final DM density profile in

this additional preparation run and the final DM density

profile shown on the right panel of Figure 1.

3.2. Orbital Families and Explosion Times

In order to track whether the sizes of cores formed

through SN feedback correlate with how impulsive our

implementation of SN feedback is, we set up orbital fam-

ilies as in Burger & Zavala (2019) to investigate how

they respond to the changes in potential. Depending

on whether the orbital family remains united or splits

into several families of orbits, we can tell whether the

implemented SN feedback was adiabatic or impulsive.

To the initial conditions described in Section 3.1 for

the Plummer spheres, we add a family of orbits as de-

scribed in Section 4.1 of Burger & Zavala (2019). We

sample 2000 tracers with pericenter radii of rperi =

0.5 ± 0.05h−1kpc and apocenter radii of rapo = 2 ±
0.05h−1kpc. Note that in a spherically symmetric po-

tential, this is equivalent to sampling orbits with sim-

ilar energies and angular momenta. Since in a fixed

spherically symmetric potential the radial action is only

a function of energy and angular momentum, asking

whether or not an orbital family of tracers remains

united (and thus whether the SN feedback is adiabatic

or impulsive) is equivalent to asking whether or not ra-

dial actions are conserved.

Setting up the orbital family works slightly differently

for the initial conditions corresponding to the three ex-

ternal disk potentials. Since these potentials are axisym-

metric, we have to restrict the orbits of the tracers to

be within the plane of the disk. Hence, instead of Φ(r)

we now consider the in-plane potential Φ(R, 0), and we

initialize all tracers in-plane and with no vertical veloc-

ity component (z = 0, vz = 0). We note, however, that

a slight deviation from cylindrical symmetry through-

out the simulation can cause perturbations to the orbits

that may cause the orbital families to diffuse, irrespec-

tive of whether these perturbations occur on adiabatic

or impulsive timescales. With that in mind, we will see

if signatures of impulsive SN feedback will still be ap-

parent in the case of an external disk potential, but we

do not require that the orbital family stay fully united in

order to classify a particular setup of the effective model

for SN feedback as adiabatic.

In our simulation suite, we also aim to investigate the

impact of changing the time over which the energy from

SN feedback is injected into the DM distribution. To
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Table 2. Parameters that vary between simulations: nominal
energy coupling to the ISM (ε, column 3), fraction of explosion
cycle over which the energy is injected (fg, column 4) and
concentration of the external potential (a for the Plummer
sphere, column 5, and H for the exponential disk, column 6).
For each parameter, we investigate a benchmark value, as well
as a value that should cause a more adiabatic (impulsive) SN
feedback.

Galaxy Parameter ε fg a H

type impact h−1kpc h−1kpc

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

adiabatic 0.01 0.33 0.8 −
Plummer benchmark 0.05 0.017 0.4 −

impulsive 0.4 0.0017 0.2 −
adiabatic 0.01 0.46 − 1.4

Disk benchmark 0.05 0.023 − 0.7

impulsive 0.4 0.0023 − 0.35

enable a comparison between the different external po-

tentials, we express the injection times as fixed fractions

of the radial period of a particle which is part of the

orbital family. The radial periods Pr for the Plummer

potentials and PR for the disk potentials are

Pr =

∫ rapo

rperi

dr

vr
PR =

∫ Rapo

Rperi

dR

vR
. (14)

Setting up our simulations, we then chose growth frac-

tions fg such that the mass m(t) grows as outlined in

Section 2.4 for a time which equals 1 per cent, 10 per

cent, or 200 per cent of the radial period of a particle

with pericenter radius rperi = 0.5h−1kpc and apocenter

radius rapo = 2h−1kpc.

3.3. Simulation Settings

Having generated all the required initial conditions,

we now look to run a simulation suite in order to test

the effective model for SN feedback and to investigate

how changing the total energy input, the injection time,

and the concentration of the external potentials affects

the final DM density profiles, as well as the orbital fam-

ily. Table 2 shows the different numerical values that we

adopt for the parameters regulating energy input, injec-

tion time, and concentration. For each parameter, we

define one benchmark value, as well as one value which

should make SN feedback more adiabatic and one value

which should make SN feedback more impulsive. We in-

vestigate each possible combination of these parameters

in order to determine which one of them causes larger

cores in the DM profiles and whether core size relates

directly to how adiabatic / impulsive the change in grav-

itational potential induced by our effective model for SN

feedback is. This means that in total we run 33 = 27

simulations for each of the two galaxy-like potentials.

All of the other model parameters (see Table 1) are

fixed to benchmark values in all simulations. Let us here

briefly introduce and discuss their numerical values:

• MPl = 2 × 107 h−1M� and Md = 4 × 108 h−1M�
as discussed in Section 3.1.

• f? is 0.5 and 0.15 for the Plummer sphere and disk,

respectively. This choice is to mimic the effect of a

Fornax-like dwarf in the former case and an SMC-

like galaxy in the latter case (see Section 3.1).

• aSNF is set to 10h−1pc. This sets the scale of

individual “superbubbles” to be smaller than the

gravitational softening in our simulation, assuring

that the energy injection is effectively point-like

and thus that the local density contrast introduced

by the “superbubbles” is large (see relevant discus-

sion in Section 2.4).

• z0 is always determined as 0.2H, in agreement

with Hopkins et al. (2012).

• For definiteness, P is set to 0.6h−1Gyr in all sim-

ulations. From the period, we can fix the number

of explosion periods NP in all simulations. Be-

fore the first wave of explosions, we wait for one

period in order to monitor whether the orbital

family remains united in the absence of SN feed-

back. Additionally, we want the system to relax

at the end of the simulations, in order for the fi-

nal DM density profiles to not be affected directly

by the gravitational impact of the explosion cen-

ters. To that end, no explosions are implemented

during the last 1h−1Gyr of the simulations. We

run all simulations for a total time of 4h−1Gyr,

which implies that the number of explosion cy-

cles is NP = 3/0.6 − 1 = 4. SN feedback is thus

distributed over four explosion cycles of equal du-

ration, with NSNF = 20 explosion centers during

each cycle.

As stated in Section 3.1, we use the AREPO code to

determine the self-gravity and the time evolution of the

isolated systems. For collisionless particles, AREPO uses

adaptive time-steps. The adopted time-step criterion

is based on the softening lengths of individual particles

(see Equation 34 of Springel 2005). Gravitational forces

between different simulation particles are calculated us-

ing a hierarchical multipole expansion. A relative cell
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opening criterion is used (see Equation 18 in Springel

2005). In all our simulations and preparation runs, we

choose softening lengths of 40h−1pc (1h−1pc) for the

DM (tracer) particles and an accuracy parameter for

the cell opening criterion α = 0.0005.

The calculation of each particle’s time-step is based

on its total acceleration, taking into account both self-

gravity and the external forces generated by our effec-

tive model of supernova feedback (see Section 2). In

our model, the external accelerations can change rapidly

over a short time and as a consequence, the time-steps

of particles that are near a “supernova location” may

occasionally be too long just before the “explosion”,

and thus, their acceleration may not be updated fast

enough. To verify that this does not significantly af-

fect our results, we have repeated one of our simulations

(the Plummer run with ε = 0.05, a = 0.2h−1kpc, and

fg = 0.017), but this time fixing the time-step of all

DM particles to the minimum value reached in the run

with adaptive time-steps. We have found that both the

size of the final core and the time evolution of the DM

density profile are in good agreement between the two

simulations.

4. RESULTS

First, we present examples of runs in which a core has

formed and compare them to cases in which the density

profile remains cuspy. Subsequently, we discuss how the

symmetry of the system affects the kinematics of the or-

bital family of tracers. Then, we compare the final pro-

files of all simulations to discuss the impact of changing

the nominal energy coupling, the injection time and the

concentration of the external potentials. Thereafter, we

compare the effective change in energy of the DM parti-

cles to the nominally injected energy (see Equations 11

and 12). Based on this comparison, we discuss the accu-

racy of our a priori guess for the amount of energy that is

injected into the ISM (based on Equation 12), as well as

how the (gravitational) coupling of the injected energy

to the DM depends on the energy injection time and the

size and shape of the external galaxy. Finally, we briefly

discuss whether impulsive energy injection is a necessary

condition for core formation through SN feedback.

4.1. Cored vs. cuspy profiles

Here we compare the evolution of the DM density pro-

files, as well as the final phase space distribution of the

orbital family, between a simulation in which the DM

halo forms a core and a simulation in which it retains

its cusp. We focus separately on the cases of an external

Plummer sphere and exponential disk.

4.1.1. Feedback from a Plummer sphere

In Figure 2, we compare the results of two different

simulations including an external Plummer potential,

with differently regulated SN feedback. The upper two

panels show results of the simulation in which all of the

parameters introduced in Table 2 lean towards an adia-

batic change in the potential. The left panel shows the

evolution of the DM density profile after each 1h−1Gyr

of simulation time. The grey shaded area denotes the

range in which the initial DM profile cannot be consid-

ered stable according to the Power et al. (2003) stability

criterion. For radii that lie outside this range, however,

we hardly detect any evolution in the DM density pro-

file. The halo retains its cusp with our SN feedback

model having no significant impact on the DM distri-

bution. In agreement with that, the final phase space

distribution of the orbital family of tracers (upper right

panel) remains united by the end of the simulation. Rel-

ative to the initial phase space distribution – which is

distributed very closely around the black dashed line –

we detect a non-negligible diffusion of the orbital family,

which is due to the fact that the gravitational potential

is in fact changing (slowly) with time. However, we see

no signatures of an impulsive change in the gravitational

potential, i.e., neither does the orbital family split up,

nor do the orbits expand to larger radii on average (see

Burger & Zavala 2019 for a more detailed analysis).

The lower panels of Figure 2 correspond to a simula-

tion in which the Plummer sphere is more compact (see

Table 2), whereas the injection time and the amount of

injected energy assume their benchmark values. As we

can see, the results of this simulation are vastly different

from those in the upper panel. In the lower left panel we

see how the halo forms a core of size ∼ 1h−1kpc already

during the first explosion cycle, and how it retains this

core until the end of the simulation. The final phase

space distribution of the orbital family of tracers (lower

right panel) shows clear signs of an impulsive change

in the gravitational potential. The orbital family has

split up into several shells and the radial range occupied

by the tracers has expanded to significantly larger radii

compared to the initial distribution, which is roughly

given by the black dashed line. This implies that radial

actions are not approximately conserved throughout the

simulation (as they are in the upper right panel).

Figure 2 suggests that there is a link between whether

or not periodic SN feedback-like energy injection is a

feasible core formation mechanism and whether the in-

duced change in the central gravitational potential is

adiabatic or impulsive.

4.1.2. Feedback from an exponential disk
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Figure 2. The results of two DMO simulations including an external Plummer sphere potential are shown. In the left column,
we show the measured DM density profiles at different simulation times in intervals of 1h−1Gyr. The grey shaded area indicates
the region affected by numerical resolution. In the right column, we show the final phase space density distribution of tracer
particles that were initially set up as an orbital family. The black dashed lines show the initial “central” phase space trajectory
of the orbital family. The upper panels correspond to the simulation in which ε = 0.01 (adiabatic), fg = 0.33 (adiabatic), and
a = 0.8h−1kpc (adiabatic). The lower panels correspond to the simulation with ε = 0.05 (benchmark), fg = 0.017 (benchmark),
and a = 0.2h−1kpc (impulsive).

Figure 3 shows the same kind of comparison as Fig-

ure 2, but for an external disk potential. In the upper

panels we show the results of the simulation in which all

of the relevant parameters in Table 2 correspond to an

adiabatic configuration. Just as in the Plummer case,

we hardly see any evolution in the DM density profile

beyond the resolved radii. The final phase space density

of the orbital family (upper right panel) does, however,

exhibit a degree of orbital diffusion that clearly exceeds

the diffusion observed in the upper right panel of Fig-

ure 2. Still, the range of radii covered by the tracers’

orbits does not expand much further than the original

configuration, which means that there is no net migra-

tion outward. We attribute the additional diffusion in

the orbital family to the additional challenges of pre-

serving cylindrical symmetry. In fact, the setup of the

orbital family relies on a potential which has been mea-

sured in the x − y plane. Thus, it should in theory be

applicable only to particles whose orbits are confined

within the disk plane at all times. However, the slight-

est perturbation into the vertical direction (notably, our

implementation of SN feedback can introduce these) can

cause the tracers to obtain a non-zero vertical velocity.

The tracers’ plane of motion then changes, and the in-

plane potential (measured as a function of polar radius)

no longer determines the tracers’ orbits. This deviation
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Figure 3. As Figure 2 but for an external disk potential. The upper panels correspond to the simulation in which ε = 0.01
(adiabatic), fg = 0.46 (adiabatic), and H = 1.4h−1kpc (adiabatic). The lower panels correspond to the simulation with ε = 0.05
(benchmark), fg = 0.023 (benchmark), and H = 0.35h−1kpc (impulsive).

from cylindrical symmetry is thus cause of an additional

diffusion of the orbital family.

The lower panels of Figure 3, shows the case in which

the disk scale length is a factor of two smaller than

the benchmark value whereas the injection time and the

amount of injected energy take their benchmark values.

As in the lower panels of Figure 2, we can now observe

the formation of a ∼ 1h−1kpc core in the DM halo by

tracking the evolution of its density profile. However,

in this case it takes at least two explosion cycles for

the core to fully form, indicating that core formation

is slightly less efficient for this disk configuration than

for the Plummer sphere case. Moreover, we observe a

clear difference between the “impulsive” simulation that

includes the external disk potential and the one includ-

ing the external Plummer potential when looking at the

final phase space distribution of the tracers that were

initially part of one orbital family. While the range

of radii covered by the tracers expands roughly by the

same amount, we do not observe any emergent shell-

like patterns in phase space, i.e., a split into several

orbital families, in the simulation including an exter-

nal disk potential. Instead, we find that the final phase

space distribution is essentially phase-mixed, indicating

that significant diffusion has occurred. As in the adia-

batic case, we attribute this to the growing impact of

deviations from cylindrical symmetry that accumulate

throughout the simulation. We take a closer look at the

role of symmetry in Section 4.2. We thus conclude that

while radial migration outwards is a clear signature of

impulsive changes to the underlying gravitational poten-

tial, shell-like structures, as seen in Figure 2, are only
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Figure 4. Comparison of the evolution of the DM density profile (left column) and the final phase space distribution of an
orbital family of kinematic tracers (right column) between two simulations with external potentials that correspond to identical
enclosed mass profiles. The top panels show results from the run including an external disk potential with ε = 0.4 (impulsive),
fg = 0.46 (adiabatic), and H = 0.35h−1kpc (impulsive). The bottom panels show results from a simulation in which the
“baryonic” enclosed mass profile is idential, but generated by a spherically symmetric mass distribution. The distribution of
individual “supernovae” is sampled from the spherically symmetric “baryonic” mass distribution. Notice that while an extended
core forms in both cases, the final phase space distribution of the kinematic tracers is distinctly different.

relatively long-lived (and thus apparent at the end of our

simulations) if the potential’s underlying spatial symme-

try is closely preserved as the potential changes.

4.2. The role of symmetry

The results of Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 suggest that the

symmetry of the external “baryonic” potential – and in

turn the distribution of individual “supernovae” – af-

fects the final phase space structure of orbital families.

In particular, we find that impulsive SN feedback in sim-

ulations with a spherically symmetric external potential

gives rise to shell-like features in the phase space of kine-

matic tracers that initially belonged to the same orbital

family; these features are long-lived and remain evident

at the end of our simulations (see Figure 2). However,

such long-lasting shell-like features are not present at

the end of our impulsive SN feedback simulations with

a disk-like external potential (see Figure 3).

In Section 4.1.2 we stated that this divergent be-

haviour of the kinematic tracers can likely be explained

by the difference in spatial symmetry. However, there is

also a significant mass difference between the Plummer

spheres and the disks. To verify that the decisive factor

is symmetry – and not the mass of the external potential

– we performed an additional set of simulations. For this

set, the setup of the external potentials is such that the

spherically averaged mass profiles associated with them

are identical to the mass profiles in the corresponding
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runs with external disk potentials, i.e.,

M(r) = Md

{
1−

(
1 +

r

H

)
exp

(
− r

H

)}
, (15)

where Md is the total mass and H is the scale length

of the equivalent disk potential. The radii of individual

“supernovae” are randomly sampled from the normal-

ized mass profile. Since the external potential is now

spherically symmetric, the disk height parameter is su-

perfluous. All other parameters are kept as in Table

2.

Across simulations, we find that a spherically sym-

metric external potential induces a qualitatively differ-

ent contraction of the halos’ density profiles. While an

axisymmetric disk potential leads to shallower central

slopes (see Figure 1), an equivalent spherically symmet-

ric potential gives rise to steeper density profiles of all

simulated DM halos, resulting in deeper potential wells,

and thus, requiring more energy to unbind the cusps.

As a consequence, we find that in such (spherical) cases,

no cores form in runs in which ε = 0.01 or ε = 0.05.

Only for the largest choice of the energy coupling pa-

rameter, ε = 0.4, do cores form. This is the case we

choose to make the comparison between the axisymmet-

ric and spherical potentials. The top row of Figure 4

shows results from the run with an external disk po-

tential, using the parameters ε = 0.4, fg = 0.46, and

H = 0.35h−1kpc. The bottom row shows results of the

corresponding simulation including a spherically sym-

metric external potential and a spherical distribution

of “supernovae”. In the left column, we show the evo-

lution of the spherically averaged DM density profiles,

while the final phase space distribution of the orbital

family of kinematic tracers is shown in the right col-

umn. Although extended constant density cores form in

both cases, it is evident that core formation is slower in

the spherically symmetric case – a strong cusp-restoring

contraction effect due to the external potential can be

observed after 1h−1Gyr. Nevertheless, the final core is

somewhat larger in the spherically symmetric case. The

final phase space distribution of the kinematic tracers

is remarkably different between the two simulations. In

the axysimmetric case, we observe a considerable radial

expansion on average, in line with the radial expansion

of the DM particles. Moreover, the final distribution in

radial phase space is largely featureless, i.e. completely

phase-mixed. In the spherical case, the radial expansion

is accompanied by the emergence of prominent shell-

like structures. We thus conclude that the divergent

behaviour of the kinematic tracers between Figures 2

and 3 is due to the difference in spatial symmetry – and

not due to the difference in the baryonic mass.

The reason for this difference is as follows. Initially,

all particles are on orbits defined by nearly identical ac-

tions (Jr in the case of a spherically symmetric external

potential and JR in the case of a disk), but with differ-

ent orbital phases. As outlined in Pontzen & Governato

(2012) and Burger & Zavala (2019), a sudden change in

the gravitational potential causes a change in the ener-

gies of kinematic tracers that depends on their respec-

tive orbital phases. Thus, impulsive mass removal, as

in our effective model of SN feedback, turns the origi-

nal orbital family into a particle distribution which is

not phase-mixed. The shell-like features seen in the

bottom right panel of Figure 4 are signatures of early-

stage phase mixing (see e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008).

As long as the underlying symmetry is preserved, i.e,

Jr or JR are integrals of motion for individual tracers,

phase mixing progresses relatively slowly. Deviations

from spherical (or cylindrical) symmetry, however, can

cause orbital diffusion along resonant directions. As a

result, actions associated with the broken symmetry are

no longer integrals of motion (see Pontzen et al. 2015)

and phase mixing progresses much faster5. As we men-

tioned in Section 4.1.2, the cylindrical symmetry in our

runs with an external disk potential is only exact in the

x − y plane – and is easily broken by the distribution

of “supernovae” during a given explosion cycle. As a

result, tracers acquire non-zero vertical velocities and

their plane of motion becomes tilted with respect to the

disk plane. At that point JR is no longer an integral of

motion and resonant diffusion can occur. Therefore, the

divergent behaviour of the tracers in Figures 2, 3, and

4 is due to the difference in both the spatial symmetry

of the external potential and the spatial distribution of

individual “supernovae”.

4.3. Net SN feedback impact on the inner DM

distribution

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the results of all the

simulations described in Table 2. Following Santos-

Santos et al. (2020, see also Oman et al. 2016), we

classify halo density profiles with a single number by

their galaxy’s circular velocity curves through the ra-

tio vfid/vmax where vfid is the circular velocity at a ra-

dius rfid = 2(vmax/70 km s−1)kpc and vmax is the maxi-

mal circular velocity. As demonstrated in Santos-Santos

et al. (2020), smaller ratios between the two velocities

correspond to more cored DM density profiles. The

5 In such cases, these signatures can still be observed in the im-
mediate aftermath of an impulsive energy injection. However,
observing them requires a more in-depth analysis (see Burger et.
al., in prep.)
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Figure 5. A comparison showing the impact of SN feedback on the inner DM distribution in all 27 simulations including an
external Plummer and disk potential on the left and right panels, respectively. The y−axis quantifies how cuspy/cored the total
matter density profile is, i.e., how fast the galaxy circular velocity curve rises, depending on the SN feedback configuration.
Lower values of vfid/vmax correspond to more cored profiles. However, this ratio can also be altered by contraction of the halo
due to the external potential (prior to the first SN feedback cycle; see 1), an effect that is of particular importance for the
SMC-like galaxy (right panel). For that reason, we plot the scale length of the external potentials on the x−axis. At fixed
values of the scale length, we can then make a relative comparison between the different SN feedback configurations. Besides
galaxy size, we also show how vfid/vmax depends on total injected energy and energy injection time, using color-coded symbols
as explained in the legends. Across both panels, we find that injected energy and injection time together largely determine
whether the DM halo’s density profile changes or not. Still, a residual impact of the galaxy’s concentration can also be observed.

value for a NFW profile is typically vfid/vmax ∼ 0.7.

We note however that there is no absolute correspon-

dence between the ratio vfid/vmax and how cored the

DM halo’s density profile is since this ratio depends

on halo concentration (for a fixed vmax), and the pre-

cise shape of the profile (e.g. a Hernquist profile, albeit

cuspy, has slightly different values of vfid/vmax). More

importantly, the baryonic galaxy can have a major im-

pact on this value in several ways: i) massive and con-

centrated galaxies contribute significantly to the total

circular velocity curve in the inner region and can con-
tract the DM halo, making it cuspier in the center (and

thus increasing its contribution to the circular velocity

curve); ii) SN-driven outflows expel gas from the center

and redistribute the DM from the inside out, reducing

the value of vfid/vmax, which is the focus of this work. In

our simulations, the mass of the external potential is the

same across all simulations of a given type (Plummer or

disk) and thus, since the scale length of the galactic po-

tential appears on the x−axis of Figure 5, all measured

ratios vfid/vmax with the same x−coordinate correspond

to simulations with the same initial conditions. Hence,

while the value of vfid/vmax cannot tell us in absolute

terms which DM halo is more cored across all simula-

tions, we can use the difference between measured values

of vfid/vmax with the same x−coordinate to establish

which combination of parameters in our SN feedback

model (see Table 2) is more efficient at forming a core.

On the left panel of Figure 5, we show the results of the

27 simulations including an external Plummer sphere.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the mass of the Plummer

sphere chosen to mimic a Fornax-like dwarf galaxy is

not large enough to cause a significant contraction of

the inner DM halo, allowing for an easy comparison of

the circular velocity curves between simulations. We

can see that the measured final values of vfid/vmax are

very similar for all choices of a, as long as the injected

energy is small and the injection time is long, i.e., small

ε and large fg (see Table 2). Thus, for this combina-

tion of ε and fg (both assuming their “adiabatic” val-

ues) the halo essentially retains its cusp for all choices of

the galaxy’s concentration. The most important factor

in determining whether or not a core is formed is the

amount of injected energy. In fact, if the a priori energy

coupling parameter is small (ε = 0.01), a (very small)

core is formed only if the galaxy is very concentrated

and the injection time is quite short. However, if the

energy coupling is very large (ε = 0.4), cores are formed

for virtually every combination of the other two parame-

ters. Injection time and concentration of the galaxy play

somewhat smaller roles, with injection time appearing

to be slightly more important: the core becomes more

significant the shorter the injection time is and/or the
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more concentrated the Plummer sphere is. We note that

varying the injection time between 1 per cent and 10 per

cent of the orbital family’s radial period (fg = 0.0017

and fg = 0.017, respectively) produces virtually no dif-

ference. This indicates that for an intermediate value of

the energy coupling parameter, the relevant timescale

for energy injection is roughly set by the orbital period

of particles in the halo’s center (and not much smaller

than that), suggesting that although SN feedback needs

to be impulsive for a core to form, the requirement for

the degree of impulsiveness (and thus for how bursty

star formation should be) is not that severe.

The right panel of Figure 5 shows the case of the ex-

ternal disk potential introduced to mimic a SMC-like

galaxy. From Figure 1 we know that this far more mas-

sive external potential causes a significant contraction of

the DM halo, which is reflected in the values of vfid/vmax

(compared to left panel of Figure 5). In fact, all of the

measured values lie above the value 0.7, the value for a

typical unperturbed NFW halo. However, it is obvious

from Figure 3 that cores are formed in our simulations

with a disk as long as SN feedback is sufficiently ener-

getic and impulsive. As we discussed at the beginning of

this subsection, the absolute values of vfid/vmax do not

imply on their own whether a halo is cored or not. We

have explicitly verified that no cores form in the runs

in which ε = 0.01 and fg = 0.46. This implies that for

a fixed value of H, we can take the blue right-pointing

triangle as a ’cuspy’ baseline and assess how cored the

DM profile is for the other simulations at the same H

(but with different parameters regulating injected en-

ergy and injection time). With that in mind, we observe

very similar trends as the ones for the Plummer sphere

on the left panel of Figure 5. In general, however, the

final profiles are somewhat less cored on average for the

SMC-like case than for the Fornax-like case, relative to

the baselines (blue right-pointing triangle). If cores form

for a given combination of ε and H, the core size (sig-

nificance) is again regulated by how short the injection

time is. The same is true for the disk’s scale length H,

with more significant cusp-core transformation (relative

to the baseline) for more concentrated disks.

4.4. Actual and nominal energy change

As shown in Section 4.3, the sizes of the final DM

cores vary for a fixed value of the nominal energy cou-

pling parameter ε. Assuming that the final DM halos

are in dynamical equilibrium and fulfill the virial the-

orem, this implies that the total energy that has been

transferred to the DM particles in the halo is different

between those simulations (Peñarrubia et al. 2012). The

effective coupling between SN feedback and DM, εDM,

is thus distinctly different from the nominal energy cou-

pling ε defined in Section 2.4.

In Figure 6 we show the energy that is actually in-

jected into the DM halo for the nine simulations with

an external Plummer profile and a = 0.4h−1kpc on the

left panel and the nine simulations with an external disk

potential and H = 0.35h−1kpc on the right panel. The

energies displayed correspond to the total energy of all

DM particles in the halo at a given time measured from

snapshots taken every 200h−1Myr. For orientation, we

also show as horizontal lines final energies correspond-

ing to several values of the effective coupling parameter

εDM, which we define as

εDM =
〈m?〉∆EDM

M?ξ(m? > 8M�)ESN
, (16)

where ∆EDM is the increase in the DM halo’s total

energy and all other quantities are as in Equation 11.

The values shown for εDM are 1.0 (solid black line), 0.4

(dashed black line), 0.05, and 0.01 (thin dotted black

lines). For individual runs, we can compare the nominal

energy coupling (to the ISM) ε with the actual, effective

energy coupling εDM at the end of the simulation.

In the Plummer case (left panel of Figure 6), we see

that our effective model underestimates the energy that

is truly injected into the halo in all nine simulations.

The discrepancy between ε and εDM is particularly large

for small nominal energy couplings and decreases for

larger values of ε. This is in line with our remarks in

Section 2.4. The approximation that the injected energy

is given by the binding energy associated with one of the

Plummer spheres performs better if the local density

contrast generated by individual “supernovae” is large.

This picture is validated in the disk case (right panel

of Figure 6), where the agreement between nominal and

actual injected energy is again better in the three sim-

ulations in which the nominal energy coupling ε = 0.4.

We can explain this behaviour by recapitulating how we

implement the energy injection in our effective model of

SN feedback. To fix the mass of an individual “super-

bubble”, we assume that the energy that is required to

unbind a Plummer sphere of said mass is given by Equa-

tion 12, i.e., the gravitational binding energy of such a

Plummer sphere in vacuum. However, within the grav-

itational potential of the halo – and the external disk

or Plummer potential – removing a Plummer sphere of

mass mmax is equivalent to an energy injection that is

larger than just the binding energy given in Equation 12.

This is because the gravitational pull of the surround-

ing matter needs to be overcome as well. The relative

contribution of this extra energy injection, which is asso-

ciated with the interaction with the surrounding matter
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Figure 6. The total energy (per unit mass) of DM partices in the halo as a function of time in the nine simulations including
an external Plummer sphere with a = 0.4h−1kpc (left panel) and an external exponential disk with H = 0.35h−1kpc (right
panel). The colours of the lines refer to simulations with nominal energy couplings ε as indicated in the legends above the
panels. Solid coloured lines refer to the runs using the benchmark value of fg, dashed (dotted) coloured lines to the runs using
the adiabatic (impulsive) values of these parameters (see Table 1). Black horizontal lines show the final energies corresponding
to “effective” energy couplings (εDM, see Equation 16) of 1.0, 0.4, 0.05, and 0.01, respectively. The “effective” energy coupling
is larger than the nominal coupling in all simulations, suggesting that our order of magnitude estimate for the injected energy
systematically underestimates the actually injected energy. Note that the summed energy of the DM particles is approximately
stable during the final 1h−1Gyr for almost all shown simulations, with the exception of the three runs with the largest nominal
energy coupling and an external Plummer potential (red lines on the left panel).

and unaccounted for in our model, is larger if the lo-

cal density contrast generated by the “superbubble” is

small. As a consequence, the ratio between εDM and ε

is closer to unity in simulations with a larger nominal

energy coupling, as can be seen on both panels of Fig-

ure 6. In line with these considerations, similar trends

emerge when comparing between simulations with ex-

ternal Plummer (disk) potentials of different sizes. The

effective energy coupling is smaller in simulations with

more extended potentials since the ambient density in

the surroundings of the “superbubbles” is smaller.

A few further general statements can be made from

Figure 6:

• The order of magnitude estimate of the total in-

jected energy is roughly consistent with the nom-

inally injected energy with the maximum discrep-

ancy being a factor of a few in the Plummer case.

• In the disk case, the comparison between ε and

εDM is complicated by some residual evolution in

the total energy at the beginning of the simulation

– particularly for low nominal energy couplings.

• The qualitative scaling of the injected energy with

the nominal energy injection parameter is as in-

tended, i.e., there are sizeable differences between

the three cases.

• In almost all simulations, the energy is relatively

stable after 3h−1Gyr, i.e., when the last SN cycle

ends. An exception are the Plummer runs with

ε = 0.4. The residual fluctuation here is likely a

numerical effect. Violent behaviour of particles in

the halo’s center can impede the accurate deter-

mination of the position and the velocity of the

halo’s center of potential.

• Gravitational coupling of energy to the DM par-

ticles is not perfect. This is immediately evident

from the fact that for ε = 0.05 and ε = 0.4, the

increase in energy of the DM particles is smaller if

the energy is injected over a longer time.

Related to the last point, we notice that DM halos whose

final density profiles are more cored (see Figure 5) also

have larger final energies (for the same external poten-

tial). Given that the energy is – in most cases – stable af-

ter the last explosion cycle, we can assume that the DM

halos are once more in virial equilibrium at the end of

the simulation. The correlation between injected energy

and final core size is therefore expected (see Peñarrubia

et al. 2012).

In summary, our formalism provides a reasonable

(within a factor of a few) estimate for the mass that

needs to be removed by individual “supernovae” to

match the nominally injected energy (Equation 11).
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In most cases, the actual injected energy is somewhat

larger. The model can safely be used to test the impact

of SN feedback of different strengths. However, if knowl-

edge of the exact amount of injected energy is required,

then the sum over the energies of the DM particles at the

end of the simulation will have to be manually compared

to the equivalent sum at the beginning of the simulation.

4.5. Core formation and impulsive energy injection

We have seen so far that core formation always coin-

cides with at least one signature of an impulsive change

of the gravitational potential in the phase space plots

of the orbital family (radial expansion or formation of

shells). We should note that while observing these sig-

natures is a necessary condition for core formation, it is

not sufficient. For instance, we observe shell-like struc-

tures in the Plummer sphere simulations with small

energy coupling if the energy injection time is short

and a < 0.8h−1kpc, but this system does not develop

a significant core. This implies that the most impor-

tant criterion for an effective cusp-core transformation

is whether or not the total injected energy is sufficient,

which is a requirement calculated in Peñarrubia et al.

(2012). If there is enough SN feedback energy deposi-

tion, then the significance of the core formed depends on

how impulsively the energy injection proceeds (see Fig-

ure 5). In light of that, perhaps the most striking result

of Figure 5 is that if the injected energy is large enough,

cores can form even if the injection time is of the or-

der of a typical radial period in the halo’s central region

(red right-pointing triangles in Figure 5). If impulsive

energy injection is, as stated above, a prerequisite for

core formation, then this implies that the rate at which

an injection of energy changes the gravitational poten-

tial must be fast enough to be perceived as impulsive

by a sizeable amount of particles in the halo’s center.

Below, we aim to provide a more detailed discussion of

this in light of our results in Figure 5.

Burger et al. (2020) presented a theory for the diffu-

sion of radial actions in time-dependent spherical poten-

tials. One key result is that radial actions Jr in slowly

evolving potentials can be written to first order as

Jr = Jr′ + (r · v)
Ṙ

R

Pr(E,L)

2π
≡ Jr′ + ∆Jr, (17)

where Jr′ is a dynamical invariant (the radial action

in a frame in which the potential is time-independent),

Pr(E,L) is a particle’s orbital period and Ṙ/R describes

the rate at which the gravitational potential changes.

Another important result of Burger et al. (2020) is that

whether radial action distributions display adiabatic or

impulsive evolution can be roughly determined by the
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the orbital family. It measures the amplitude at which the
radial action of a typical tracer oscillates, normalized by the
action itself. Larger values correspond to particles whose
actions evolve more impulsively on average.

ratio
√
D̃/J , where D̃ is the diffusion coefficient of the

distribution of radial actions, which for phase-mixed

particle ensembles can be calculated as

D̃(Jr, E, t) ≈
1

2

(
Ṙ

R

)2(
Pr(E,L)

2π

)2 〈
(r · v)2

〉
. (18)

where the brackets represent an ensemble average. The

radial action distributions of ensembles of tracer parti-

cles (such as the orbital families here) evolve adiabati-

cally if
√
D̃/Jr ≤ 0.1, but their evolution becomes in-

creasingly non-linear as this ratio rises.

In Figure 7, we aim to link this measure of whether

or not radial actions evolve impulsively on average to

the observed final DM density profiles in the simula-

tions with an external Plummer potential and fg = 0.33

(corresponing to the nominally adiabatic energy injec-

tion; see Table 2). We show a bilinear interpolation of

vfid/vmax as a function of a and the logarithm of the en-

ergy coupling parameter, ε, using the nine simulations

corresponding to all the right-pointing triangles in the

left panel of Figure 5. As we have shown earlier, the

core becomes more significant with larger energy cou-

pling. To test how this relates to our above-introduced

measure of how impulsive the energy injection is, we

calculate an estimate of
√
D̃/Jr for each of those nine
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simulations. To do that, we evaluate Jr, Pr(E,L) and〈
(r · v)2

〉
from Equation 18 for particles which are part

of the initial orbital family of tracers. To obtain a rough

estimate of Ṙ/R, we make use of Equations C6 and

C13 in Burger et al. (2020), but assume here that the

change in the amplitude of the potential dominates over

the change in its logarithmic slope6. We estimate Ṙ/R

at the pericenter radius of the orbital family, since the

change in gravitational potential is more disruptive in

the halo’s center:

Ṙ

R
≈ 1

2 + α( r0, t0)

Ψ(r0, t0 + fgP )−Ψ(r0, t0)

fgPΨ(r0, t0)
, (19)

where r0 = 0.5h−1kpc, t0 is the time at which the

first SN cycle starts, P is the explosion cycle period

(see Table 1), and α denotes the logarithmic slope of

the shifted potential Ψ, which is defined as Ψ(r, t) =

Φ(r, t)− Φ(0, 0).

Using Equations 18 and 19, we can estimate the typi-

cal diffusion coefficient D̃ for the orbital family of trac-

ers in each of the simulations with fg = 0.33 (slow en-

ergy injection). From a bilinear interpolation of the val-

ues
√
D̃/Jr obtained from each of those runs we cal-

culate the contour lines shown in Figure 7. We find

that larger cores correspond to larger values of
√
D̃/Jr.

More importantly, our estimate is that
√
D̃/Jr ∼ 0.2

in the simulations with ε = 0.04. According to Burger

et al. (2020), this corresponds to the regime in which the

evolution of radial action distributions transitions from

adiabatic to impulsive behaviour. In particular, it can

in fact be impulsive for a significant subset of particles,

which would explain the signatures of impulsive energy

injection seen in the orbital family for these configura-

tions in our simulations (see also Figure 4).

5. DISCUSSION

In this article, we have presented an effective model for

SN feedback that can be adopted in DMO simulations of

isolated halos in order to quickly investigate the impact

of changing the total energy budget of SN feedback, the

timescale over which the energy is injected, and the spa-

tial concentration of the baryonic matter within the DM

halo. In this Section we discuss some key elements and

assumptions of our model. In particular, we first focus

6 We note that this might not be a good approximation since the
central slope of the gravitational potential can change substan-
tially during the energy injection. However, taking this effect
into consideration would require an in-depth analysis of individ-
ual DM particle’s orbits, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Hence, the calculation of Ṙ/R presented here can be taken as a
rough estimate.

on some strengths and weaknesses of our chosen galaxy

models and of how we determine the total SN feedback

energy. We then discuss the differences in the results we

obtain depending on the concentration of the baryonic

galaxy and on how impulsive the energy deposition is.

Eventually, we discuss the implications of our results for

how we can use kinematic tracers to detect the imprint

of impulsive SN feedback in dwarf galaxies.

5.1. Distribution of baryonic matter

All of our simulations are of a DM halo of mass

M200 = 1010h−1M� with an initial concentration of

c200 = 13. The halo is initially set in approximate

dynamical equilibrium, having a NFW density profile

for radii smaller than r200, and an exponential cutoff at

larger radii. In a first step, we add an external galactic

potential to the halo and wait for the halo to contract

before applying our SN feedback model. The parame-

ters defining all of the six external potentials used in our

work are listed in Table 2 and described in Section 3.1.

The benchmark cases have been chosen in order to ap-

proximate Fornax (Plummer sphere) and the SMC (flat

exponential disk).

The values of a and MPl in our benchmark Plummer

sphere are inspired by measured properties of Fornax re-

ported in McConnachie (2012), as well as Fornax’s his-

toric gas content reported in Yuan et al. (2016). More-

over, the size of our halo corresponds to roughly the mea-

sured size of Fornax’s host halo. It should be noted that

our Plummer model is spherically symmetric, and since

Fornax is flattened (e.g. Genina et al. 2018), our model

does not give a true representation of Fornax’s gravita-

tional potential. However, the contraction of the initial

DM halo due to the baryonic mass estimated for For-

nax is negligible in all three configurations we explore.

Critically for our purposes, a spherically symmetric po-

tential allows for a direct investigation of whether our

implementation of SN feedback is impulsive or adiabatic

by following the evolution of the phase space distribu-

tion of an orbital family as presented in Burger & Zavala

(2019).

Our benchmark disk model has been chosen in or-

der to approximate the SMC following Hopkins et al.

(2012), but scaling down the mass of the disk by a fac-

tor of 2, since our host halo is smaller in mass than the

assumed SMC’s host halo by exactly that factor. We

note that due to the same reason the scale length of our

benchmark exponential disk potential should in princi-

ple be reduced as well. However, it is unclear how to

make this correction since the presence of a prominent

gaseous component (far more extended than the stellar

disk) in a SMC-like galaxy complicates matters. In or-
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der to not over-estimate the gravitational effect of the

external disk, we chose to fix its scale length to the value

reported in Hopkins et al. (2012). Departures from this

choice are nevertheless considered when we discuss the

impact of the scale length on how effective SN feedback

is at forming a core. We note that since our SMC-like

system is simply a scaled down version of the SMC and

its host halo reported in Hopkins et al. (2012), its stellar-

to-halo mass ratio is somewhat inconsistent with obser-

vations (e.g. Moster et al. 2010). We thus emphasize

that our disk-galaxy models should be taken as a case

study of how the impact of SN feedback changes if the

modelled dwarf galaxy is heavier (and axisymmetric in-

stead of spherically symmetric).

5.2. SN feedback energy deposition

The nominal SN feedback energy injected into the DM

halo from each mock galaxy is calculated from Equa-

tion 11, taken from Peñarrubia et al. (2012). This to-

tal energy budget depends on the choice of the initial

mass function and on the effective energy coupling of

SN feedback to DM (εDM). The latter remains a sub-

ject of debate with a broad range of values between 0

and 1 effectively used across diverse SN feedback imple-

mentations. In this work, we do not model εDM directly,

but rather measure it at the end of our simulations. To

determine the mass of individual “supernovae”, we ex-

plore the range of values between 0.01 and 0.4 for the

nominal coupling of the SN feedback energy to the ISM,

i.e., the values that Peñarrubia et al. (2012) considered

plausible (see Section 4.4 for a discussion of our energy

injection scheme and associated caveats). We remark

that the available energy for SN feedback depends lin-

early on the stellar mass in the galaxy, whereas the en-

ergy required for cusp-core transformation depends on

the square of the DM halo mass. Thus, it is not sur-

prising that Di Cintio et al. (2014), Tollet et al. (2016),

Chan et al. (2015), Fitts et al. (2017) and Lazar et al.

(2020) find that the inner slope of DM halos in hydro-

dynamic simulations is a function of the stellar-to-halo

mass ratio. In addition to Section 4.4, we here make a

few further remarks about how we implement the energy

injection through SN feedback in our effective model:

• Contrary to how SN feedback occurs in hydrody-

namical simulations, the “superbubbles” in our

model are stationary over 600h−1Myr. This is

larger than the typical orbital times at the rele-

vant radii and may introduce artificial asymme-

tries into the halo. This effect can be reduced by

increasing NSNF, and thus creating, on average, a

more isotropic distribution of “supernovae”.

• Negative local “gas” densities can occur in the “su-

perbubbles”. This is not an issue within our model

unless the associated acceleration becomes large

enough to disrupt the halo. In fact, a large density

contrast is desirable, as it leads to a better agree-

ment between the nominal and actual injected en-

ergy (see Section 4.4).

• The two points above represent opposing require-

ments for the parameter NSNF. Having a better

handle on the injected energy requires NSNF to be

small, while an increased symmetry is obtained for

larger NSNF. We have checked for a few bench-

mark simulations that varying NSNF by a factor

of 2 up or down does not significantly affect our

results.

• Since our idealized simulations are initialized from

halo properties today, we are not modeling the cos-

mological history of halo assembly. Keeping this

caveat in mind, our analysis is more appropriate

for dwarf galaxies with a fairly recent dominant

star formation activity, some of which have been

associated to have cored DM density profiles (Read

et al. 2019).

• The very large cores that form for ε = 0.4 in the

simulations with an external Plummer potential

and short injection time (red circles and left point-

ing triangles in Figure 5) are fairly unphysical with

SN feedback disrupting the halo’s density profile

out to radii of almost 10 kpc. Simulations with

this combination of parameters have nevertheless

provided valuable insight into the nature of the

SN-driven mechanism of cusp-core transformation.

• Finally, we briefly note that the parameters f? and

ε are degenerate in our model. We include f? as

a parameter to facilitate a comparison of our re-

sults with observations and simulation results in

the literature and to relate the feedback energy to

the total stellar mass.

5.3. Impact of the concentration of baryons on SN

feedback

We investigate the impact of how concentrated bary-

onic matter is within the halo in the SN-driven mech-

anism of cusp-core transformation by varying the scale

length a (H) of the external Plummer (exponential disk)

potential. The mass distribution corresponding to those

potentials directly determines the spatial distribution of

explosion centers in our SN feedback model (see Section

2.3).
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In the case of the disk potential, our modelling has

a couple of caveats, which could lead to underestimat-

ing the SN feedback impact. The first one is that in

order to analytically calculate the potential, we assume

the galaxy to be an infinitely flat exponential disk (see

Section 2.2). However, we distribute the locations of in-

dividual “SN centers” in a more realistic way; they are

not placed exactly in the disk plane but follow a cosh−2

distribution in the vertical direction. This makes our im-

plementation of SN feedback slightly inconsistent with

the calculation of the external potential, but we accept

this inaccuracy in the interest of distributing the “SN

locations” more realistically. The second reason we may

underestimate the impact of SN feedback in the disk case

is that we do not differentiate between gas and stars in

the baryonic disk. Modelling a two-component disk po-

tential with a more extended gaseous disk would thus

reduce the contraction of the DM halo (see Figure 1),

while keeping the amount of injected SN energy, as well

as its spatial distribution, the same. These effects should

lead to an increased impact of SN feedback. However,

as we mentioned above, the mass of our disk potential

lies above the Moster et al. (2010) stellar-to-halo mass

relation and thus the calculated energy available for SN

feedback is rather large. This over-estimate of the SN

feedback energy can potentially cancel some of the sup-

pression effects outlined above.

Irrespective of how well our results can be compared to

observations of real dwarf galaxies, a clear trend emerges

when changing the scales of the external disk or Plum-

mer potential. In case of a nominal energy coupling

ε = 0.05, this trend becomes particularly obvious in

Figure 5. The more concentrated the baryonic distri-

bution is, the larger the reduction in central DM den-

sity, provided the injection time is shorter than a typi-

cal dynamical time. This result is in general agreement

with the findings of Beńıtez-Llambay et al. (2019) and

Lazar et al. (2020). Namely, these works find that in-

creasing the star formation threshold in hydrodynamical

simulations leads to denser and more concentrated gas

in the halo center, and subsequently to a more concen-

trated energy injection into the halo, making SN feed-

back more efficient at forming DM cores. This does

not mean that an inversion of this trend, as reported in

Beńıtez-Llambay et al. (2019), can be disproved by our

model. In our model, “gas” is removed from the central

halo instantaneously. In hydrodynamic simulations, gas

can only be removed from the center of the galaxy if the

energy injected through SN feedback is sufficiently large

to overcome the gravitational pull of the combined po-

tential of the DM and the baryonic matter in the center.

In the simulations of Beńıtez-Llambay et al. (2019), this

condition may not be fulfilled for very large star forma-

tion thresholds, due to the concentrated accumulation

of baryonic mass in the center of the galaxy. This would

explain the “sweet spot” range of star formation thresh-

olds for core formation reported by the authors. While

we cannot conclude from our results whether cores can

form in very dense systems or not, we can make a differ-

ent statement. If cores are formed in these systems, then

DM cusps are unlikely to be restored due to the gravita-

tional pull of gas that re-accumulates in the center of the

galaxy. In other words, the DM cores that are formed

in our simulations are stable – even in the presence of a

very centrally concentrated “baryonic” potential.

5.4. Impulsiveness of SN feedback

There is an overall consensus in the literature that star

formation needs to be “bursty” for SN feedback to be

efficient at forming a DM core. In this article, we find

that the most important criterion is the amount of en-

ergy that is deposited into the system by SN feedback.

Nonetheless, we find that the energy injection timescale

plays an important role as well, either in determining the

core significance (for high energies, ε ∼ 0.4), or whether

or not a core is formed at all (for low energies, ε ∼ 0.05,

see Figure 5). We find virtually no difference in our re-

sults (core significance and the presence of signatures of

impulsive SN feedback in the final phase space distribu-

tion of an orbital family of tracers) between simulations

with injection times that are ∼ 1% of the dynamical

time and injection times that are ∼ 10% of the dynami-

cal time. The situation changes significantly once the in-

jection time becomes comparable to the dynamical time.

For small and medium energy couplings, DM cores do

not form for such long injection times and no signatures

of impulsive SN feedback can be detected in the phase

space distribution of tracers. The case of a large nominal

energy coupling (ε = 0.4) is different, both DM cores and

their signatures in the phase space of orbits are present,

albeit reduced in significance. As explained in Section

4.5, the reason for this is that if ε = 0.4, the change in

the gravitational potential is substantial enough to be

perceived as impulsive by particles in the halo’s center,

even if the SN feedback energy is injected on a timescale

comparable to the dynamical time.

Overall, we find that signatures of impulsive SN feed-

back can always be detected in the phase space distri-

bution of an orbital family of tracers if the DM halo has

formed a core. The reverse statement, however, is not

true. If the energy coupling is rather low (ε = 0.01) cores

do not form (see Figure 5), yet we can see some signa-

tures of an impulsively changing gravitational potential

imprinted in the phase space of the orbital family, pro-
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vided the energy is injected on timescales shorter than

the dynamical time. In general, we find that while these

signatures are present, the net radial expansion and dif-

fusion of orbits is less significant for SN feedback that is

not energetic enough to form a core. Still, this raises the

question of whether and how such kinematic signatures

can be used to differentiate between adiabatic and im-

pulsive core formation, as suggested in Burger & Zavala

(2019). One possibility is to look at differences in age

and metallicity gradients of stars between a system that

undergoes adiabatic core formation and one that under-

goes impulsive core formation. We are currently investi-

gating this issue (Burger et.al., in prep.) by means of a

suite of hydrodynamical simulations of a single isolated

halo, including different star formation thresholds using

the stellar feedback model SMUGGLE (Marinacci et al.

2019) incorporated into AREPO (Springel 2010).

6. SUMMARY

We have presented a new effective model of SN-driven

cusp-core transformation that can be included in N -

body simulations of isolated halos. Our model consists

of two main components, an external potential that ap-

proximates the distribution of baryons in a dwarf galaxy,

and a scheme to inject energy into the DM particle dis-

tribution in a manner that is approximately consistent

with the stellar distribution modelled by the external

potential. In a series of simulations, we have tested how

the effect of SN feedback depends on the baryonic con-

centration, the amount of injected SN feedback energy,

and the timescale on which this energy is injected into

the halo. We have used simulations of a dwarf-size halo

to examine the cases of a Plummer potential (to mimic

a Fornax-like system) and a disk potential (to mimic

a SMC-like system). We find that the most important

factor determining whether SN feedback can form cores

in dwarf galaxies is whether or not enough energy is

available to transform the halo’s density profile. If the

available energy is close to maximal, cores form even

if the SN injection time is longer than the dynamical

timescale in the halo center and/or baryons are concen-

trated or not. If less energy is available, whether or

not cores form depends on how fast the energy is in-

jected and on how concentrated the baryonic matter is

within the halo. For minimal values of the energy, cores

cannot form. For a fixed amount of feedback energy,

larger cores form for faster injection times and more

concentrated galaxies. Cores formed in very concen-

trated galaxies are stable – adiabatic contraction due to

the centrally concentrated baryonic potential does not

restore the cusp, even if no further supernovae occur.

Analyzing the phase space distribution of tracer parti-

cles, we find clear signatures of impulsive SN feedback

in all simulations in which the DM halo develops a core.

However, we also find these signatures in a few simula-

tions in which the halo’s density profile remains cuspy

as the amount of SN feedback energy is insufficient to

trigger core formation. The longevity and the appear-

ance of those signatures are closely linked to the spatial

symmetry of the halo and the external potential.
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